Professional Licensing Department

tls.moe.gov.ae
How to register in the Teachers Licensing System
Register from here if you work in a public school

Register from here if you work in a private school
Mandatory sections.
- Mention and attach your international teaching license.
- Don’t attach your academic degree in this section.

Mention only the English international tests such as the IELTS and TOEFL (for English teachers).
Step 1: Fill basic information
Provide a valid Emirates ID. An invalid ID will prevent you from undergoing the Licensure examinations.

If private school teacher: Provide an email you access regularly to receive all announcements sent by the Professional Licensing Department.
Step 2: Choose job type
Choose your Job type/role in the school.
Mohammed Abdullah
Emirate Zone Abu Dhabi Zone 1, School A.B.C School
Nationality: Jordan, Job Type: N/A, Location: United Arab Emirates
Specialty: Economics, Cycle: Cycle 1 (N)

Step 3: add specialty

EDIT

JOE TYPE:
Not Specified

ADDITIONAL CONTACT DETAILS:
2 Additional Contact Details Available

ATTACHMENTS:
0 Attachments Available

LANGUAGES:
0 Language Details Available

REFERENCES:
0 References Details Available

COMPUTER SKILLS:
No Level

Profile Details
Created By: Doe Smith
Created On: 12/25/2018, 6:42:06 AM
Last Edited By: Doe Smith
Last Edited On: 12/25/2018, 10:53:13 AM
1. Choose the subject you teach.
2. Choose the cycle:
   - Cycle 1: Grades 1 to 5
   - Cycle 2: Grades 6 to 8
   - Cycle 3: Grades 9 to 12
Step 4: add qualifications
Provide the academic degrees you hold and state the highest qualification in case you hold more than one degree.
Step 5: add professional information
1- Add your teaching experiences in this section.
2- State which school you currently working in (only one)
Step 6: add attachments
Attach all required files for administration purposes.
Step 7: add languages
Select the languages you know and fill all required fields.
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